
FEBRUARY 2018 WOMEN AND SCIENCE 

 

EQUALITY AND PARITY IN SCIENCE FOR PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT 

WORK IN GROUPS OF 5/6 PEOPLE to do the following: 

 

GROUP 5 (Urtzi, Ander, Uxue, Dani and Txaber): CELEBRATING the International Day of 

Women and Girls in Science IN BOTIKAZAR SCHOOL: 

 

- Write down a programme of events / activities. 

 

- SOME DAYS BEFORE-  

 

Create a twitter account and create the hastag #DAYOFWOMENINSCIENCE. Students and 

teachers will tweet about that topic. 

Example of a tweet; “Few days for the #DAYOFWOMENINSCIENCE, really looking forward 

to what our classmates from 2HT are preparing :):)” 

 

Programme: 11th February 

 

8:05-8:15→ Meet everybody at the playground and hand out a badge of honour to all the 

women involved in science.  

 

8:15 → Hang the banner with the words “WOMEN+SCIENCE=DEVELOPMENT” in the mast 

that is near the playground, so that everyone can see it. 

 

8:20 → Go to class and see a short about the topic.  film   

 

9:00 → Speech of a female teacher from school that teaches science subjects like chemistry, 

maths, physics, biology, anatomy, geology.... She would talk about the inspiration that led 

her to study science.  

 

10:00 → Activities about  science, such as doing a minitest with random questions. The one 

who has the best score receives a diploma from a woman scientist that has come to school. 

Ex: Who was the first woman receiving a Nobel prize? 

 

11:00 →  Write an inspirational sentence on a post-it and put it on the banner. 

Ex →  Working today, maybe in History tomorrow!!! 

 

https://youtu.be/k6E7qGhOGCA


11:30 → In the library:The guests will give speeches about their work and experience in 

science. Itziar Alkorta (who is she?)will talk about chemistry, Inmaculada Arostegui (who is 

she?) about maths. 

 

12:30 → Short break. Hand over  microscope, test tube, calculator-shaped “science 

cookies”… to everybody. 

                                                      
 

13:00→  The other teams from our class will go to other classes and explain what they’ve 

done and share knowledge about their topics.  

 

14:00 → Itziar Alkorta and Inmaculada Arostegui will hand out diplomas to the winners and 

give a last short speech encouraging every woman to take part in science and not be afraid 

of the society stereotypes in science and humanity. 

 

14:30 → Little walk holding the banner and a megaphone through Deusto toraise awareness 

about the situation peacefully 

 

15:00 → End of the school day, students go home. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

17:00-19:00 → Activities in the laboratory prepared by ex-students that have already finished 

their university studies. The activities will revolve around chemistry and maths and Itziar 

Alkorta  and Inmaculada Arostegui will be there to help the participants. Everyone can come 

, not only student and teachers, also neighbours or whoever that is interested in science. 

 

END OF THE DAY     

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 


